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Peaceful Pillowcase

Peaceful Pillowcase

Completed size: 19” x 29“

Make your own ‘custom style’ pillowcase!
Pattern designed to fit a standard size bed pillow

Requirements 
20” x WOF Fabric 1 {gingham border fabric}
20” x 30” Fabric 2 {white butterfly with solid background} 
Sewing machine thread to match fabric
General sewing supplies

Any fabric combination can be used, just have 
fun & get creating!



Peaceful Pillowcase
What better way to jazz up your children’s bedroom {or your own!} than with a special pillowcase.
A simply pieced cover made with two alternating prints - I see sweet dreams on the horizon and 
happy Kids and Mums....

Just a few quick notes....
- Be sure to read over all the instructions before beginning.
- All seams are sewn with a 1/4” seam allowance / WOF = width of fabric, selvage to selvage.
- You can use an overlocker to tidy seams if preferred although this in not essential.
- Take your time and read over the fabric cutting guide below before making your first cut.
- Of course the ‘Peacful Pillowcase’ can be made with any fabric combination, you can even find 
  more pillowcase inspriation over the page so have fun!

Requirements and fabric cutting guide

Selected fabrics (as per cover photo)
Fabric 1: Butterfly border print with gingham {note: this border runs along both edges of fabric selvage}
Fabric 2: White butterfly circles with solid background
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Butterfly border print - fabric 1
Begin with one 19 1/2” strip x WOF
Measure across the width of the fabric and trim to 39” wide, I have centred the border edges so they 
are even both sides, this is shown by the arrows and image below.
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Measure across the width of the fabric and cut to measure 39” wide

White butterfly print - fabric 2
Cut one 11” x 19 1/2” rectangle and One 17” x 19 1/2” rectangle

11” x 19 1/2” 17” x 19 1/2”

Hem the 19 1/2” side seam on each rectangle for 
a neat professional finish.

Fold the edge over 1/4 inch and press, fold over a 
second time 1/2 inch, press and top stitch to hold.

{Hemmed edge shown with the dotted line}



Peaceful Pillowcase
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17” x 19 1/2”

With right side down, fold the finished 
edge over 6 inches to make the 
pillowcase flap.

Pin to hold.
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With right sides down, 
lay the centre panel
and two hemmed 
end pieces as shown.

Sew together and press.

Once sewn together into one strip, fold in half with right sides together. 
Matching pieced panel seams and raw edges, sew along each side of the pillowcase to complete.

Remove all pins and turn right side out carefully turning the corners of the pillowcase to create sharp 
corner points. 

Press and insert your favourite ‘standard sized’ bed pillow insert and you are done!

Go on.....have a nap, you deserve it! 

Let you imagination run wild and consider all kinds of combinations when making your Peaceful Pillowcase.
Here are some suggestions for you!

Get the kids to choose their favourite fabric and prints......Use charm squares or scraps and make a 
pieced version, as long as the measurements are the same it will go together beautifully.......pick your 
favourite Cinderberry stitchery and feature this on the centre panel....How about applique your childs name? 
you know you want to......Use a jelly roll and strip piece your panels.....Choose fabrics from your last quilt 
so you have a matching quilt & pillow....make a special sleep over pillowcase just for when your grandchild 
visits, they will absolutely adore it......aahhhh so many ideas and fun to be had!

More Peaceful Pillowcase inspiration


